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General Instructions: 
1) All questions are compulsory and 

carry equal marks. 

2) There is no negative marking. 

3) There is only one correct answer 

hence write one choice only. 

4) Please avoid cutting/overwriting 

etc. 

5) Return the paper to the invigilator 

at the end of the examination. 
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GENERAL SCIENCE [40] 
Tick the correct answer. 
1) Which of the following is used to make jewellery? 
 a]Brick    b]Gold     c]Paint     d]Coal 

 

2) If water is kept in the freezer, it changes to _____. 
 a]steam     b]ice      c]cream      d]bubbles   

  
3) When we burn something ______ comes out. 
 a]dust      b]fire      c]smoke     d]sunlight 

 
4) An igloo has a     

 a] flat roof        b]dome shaped roof        

 c]slopping roof    d]thatched  roof 

5) We eat roots of  
 a]coriander     b]strawberry      c]tomato    d]carrot 

 

6) When we kick a ball, we use our  

 a]hand muscles     b]leg muscles     

 c]neck muscles        d]cardiac muscles 

7) Which of the following is not a farm animal? 
 a]Cow      b]Goat     c]Pig      d]Fox 

 

8) Skeleton consists of  
 a]skin       b]muscles      c]blood    d]bones  
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9) Which of the following are water birds? 

 a]Kingfisher and Sparrow   

 b]Stork   and  Duck      

 c]Crow and Vulture       

 d]Owl and Parrot 

10) _______is made from leather. 
 a]Shoes       b]Spoon     c]Door      d]Socks  

 
11) _______is not a milk product. 
 a]Sugar   b]Butter      c]Paneer       d]Curd 
 

12) Cereals are ______of plants. 
 a]leaves      b]stems     c]roots     d]seeds 
 

13) We get fibers from  
 a]cotton     b]coffee     c]tea       d]corn    
   

14) Which of the following is a climber? 

 a]Spinach         b]Money plant     

 c]Tamarind       d]Banana 

15) Raju loves to play. To get energy , he should eat 

 a] rice and butter     

  b] egg and fruits     

 c] vegetables  and fruits   

 d] junk food 
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16) Land area near the sea is called a  
 a]forest    b]polar region   c]coast    d]desert 

 
17)  In majority of the plants leaves grow on_______ 
 a]shoot    b]root         c]bud     d]seed 

 

18) Fish use _______to breath. 
 a]fins     b]gills    c]lungs      d]scales 

 

19) A lady walking in the rain uses_______to protect 
from the rain . 

 a]rain coat     b]woollen jacket    

 c]cotton clothes    d]silk saree 

20) Leaves use_________and water during the process of 
photosynthesis. 

 a]oxygen     b]nutrients      

 c]carbon dioxide   d]sulphur dioxide 

21) ________is the fastest animal on the land. 
 a]Cheetah   b]Fox    c]Camel     d]Polar Bear 

 

22) Which of the following is not a creeper? 
 
 
 
 
 

a]Water Melon   b]Pumpkin  c]Cucumber  d]Grape vine 
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23) Tiger, Panda, Rhinoceros are left few in number, 
these are_____animals. 

 a]domestic     b]endangered   c]extinct      d]pet 

 

24) ________is a medicinal plant. 
 
 
 
  
 a]neem  b] rose c] peepal   d]marigold 

 

25) Which of the following help us to walk? 
 
 
 
 
    a]neck joint      b] elbow joint   
 
 
 
 c] ankle joint    d]hip joint 

26) The position in which the body is set while sitting, 
standing or moving is called 

 a]gesture     b]posture    c]structure    d]poster 

 

27) Which of the following food items protects us from 
diseases? 

 a]Samosa    b]Pizza      c]Burger     d]Fruits 
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28) My grandma told me to chew________ leaves when I 
had cold and cough. 

 a] mango      b] banana      

 c] tulsi      d] coconut 

29) The number of bones in an adult human body is  
 a]204    b]203   c]208   d]206 

 

30) The places in our body where two bones are 
connected, are called 

 a]ligaments    b]pressure  points  

 c]tendons    d]joints 

31) We should get in or get off the bus only when it 
 a]stops     b]moves      

 c]crawls     d]both [a]and  [c] 

32) The broad white   lines painted on the roads are 
called 

 a]zebra crossing    b]pedestrian bridge    

 c]sub way     d]over bridge 

33) We get clean and fresh air from 

 a] fans in our home   b]green plants   

 c] industrial area   d]water bodies 

34) The main source of water is  
 a]tap    b]rain    c]well    d]tank 

 

35) The kite flies in the air with the help of 
 a]children     b]wings     c]air   d]trees 
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36) The gaseous form of water  is  
 a]ice    b]steam     c]air    d]wind 

 

37) Which of the following does not give us eggs? 
 a]Hen   b]Duck   c]Camel    d]Ostrich 

 

38) Which of the following has  a single seed inside? 
 a]Mango   b]Apple    c]Guava     d]Brinjal 

 

39) _______is known as the kitchen of the plant. 
 a]Root     b]Leaf     c]Stem     d]Flower  

 

40) Eucalyptus  is used to make    
 a]perfume     b]bouquet   c]medicine   d]dye 

 
 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
41) When do we celebrate Dr.Radhakrishnan’s birthday? 

 a]15th  August     b]14th November     

 c]30th  January   d]5th  September 

42) Bhangra is the dance form of which state? 

 a]Punjab      b]Rajasthan    

 c]Madhya Pradesh   d]Assam  

43) Where in the body do you find taste buds? 

 a]Cheek     b]Heart     c] Tongue    d]Chin 
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44) What is the capital of Bangladesh? 

 a]Dhakka      b]Lahore     

 c]Colombo     d]Katmandu  

45) Who wrote the famous book ‘Swamy and friends’? 

 a]Veda Vyasa    b]Vishnu Sharma    

 c]R.K.Narayan d]Aesop 

46) What was the Buddha’s given name? 
 a]Arjuna     b]Karna    c]Bharatha   d]Siddhartha 

 

47) The following flag represent which country? 

 a]Sri Lanka        

 b]United States of America 

 c]Nepal       

 d]Japan 

48) What would you find in an Aquarium? 
 a]Rabbits    b]Foxes    c]Fish     d]Rats 

 

49) Which of these sports is played with a ball? 

 a]Hockey     b]Boxing    

 c]Wrestling     d]Tug of War  

50) Alexander Graham Bell is the inventor of  

 a]television    b]telephone    

 c]dynamo      d]computer 

 

 


